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Synthesis
Chapter 7. Synthesis

The aim of this thesis is to better understand several fundamental aspects of cetacean social, vocal, foraging and migratory behaviour. Because marine mammals are traditionally difficult to study, knowledge of their behavioural patterns is often limited, lagging behind that of terrestrial animals (e.g. Janik 2009). These gaps in knowledge limit our ability to mitigate against potential effects of the growing impact of human activities on the marine environment.

To aid in the advance of the study of cetacean social behaviour, I developed a new visual group sampling method (Chapter 2), which enabled investigation of the social context of long-finned pilot whale (Globicephala melas) foraging behaviour, and the socio-behavioural context of their vocalisations (Chapter 2 and 3). Then, I set out to study the unknown social structure of Risso’s dolphins (Grampus griseus; Chapter 4) and whether they show behavioural responses to whale-watching activities (Chapter 5). Finally, I investigated the migratory behaviour of five species of baleen whales in the North Atlantic Ocean, and its relation to seasonal changes in ocean productivity (Chapter 6). In this chapter, I will discuss my key findings and methodological approach, how these have increased our understanding of the behaviour of deep-diving cetaceans and baleen whales, and their implications for the resilience of cetacean populations to disturbance.

Sociality and vocal behaviour of long-finned pilot whales

The opportunity to gain new insights into the social and vocal context of long-finned pilot whale behaviour relied on the combination of group-level observations with data on the foraging dives of individuals tagged with non-invasive digital archival tags (Johnson & Tyack 2003; Fig. 1). We developed a new protocol to study cetacean group behaviour, using a dynamic definition of the group centred around the tagged individual, and an ethogram quantifying visually observable characteristics of the group (Chapter 2).

Long-finned pilot whales display a high degree of sociality in their behaviour (Chapter 2 and 3). The species often occurs in large aggregations of 60-100 individuals, composed of several groups, which can maintain coordinated movements over the time-scale of at least a day (Chapter 2, see also Ottensmeyer & Whitehead 2003, de Stephanis et al. 2008). Group members, on average 10 per group, are preferentially spaced within 3 body lengths apart and pairs can
be highly synchronous in their surfacing and diving behaviour (Chapter 2, Senigaglia & Whitehead 2012, Aoki et al. 2013). Group members also coordinate the timing of their behaviours (Chapter 2). Proximity and behavioural synchrony serve to maintain social cohesion, accomplish coordinated behaviours and potentially aid in defence against predators (Engel & Lamprecht 1997, Sakai et al. 2009, Senigaglia et al. 2012). A similar function is attributed to vocalisations, which serve to mediate cohesion, contact and coordination in an environment with limited use of visual cues (Tyack 2000) and many groups of conspecifics. This functionality was confirmed by the increase in the proportion of time the whales were silent in larger, more coordinated groups, suggesting that higher levels of social cohesion release the function of vocalising in long-finned pilot whales (Chapter 3).

Distance to other whales, either within the group or to the nearest other group in the aggregation, is an important determinant of the pilot whale soundscape (Chapter 3, Taruski 1979, Weilgart & Whitehead 1990). Interestingly, the social function of vocalisations may not be limited to the tonal calls (whistles). Echolocation clicks were recorded during 24% of time spent in shallow diving periods, potentially serving to gain information on the location of conspecifics at lower degrees of social cohesion (Chapter 3). Simple social calls were used constantly throughout the behavioural spectrum, suggesting that these call types may function to signal presence, irrespective of behavioural context. Simpler calls more easily maintain their spectral characteristics, and can serve
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to broadcast species’ identity information over larger distances than would be possible for complex sounds (Brenowitz 1982). In pilot whales they could serve to signal group-specific cues between dispersed group members (Jensen et al. 2011, Chapter 3). The soundscape of deep-diving long-finned pilot whales remains filled with communication and echolocation sounds throughout the depth spectrum (Chapter 3). Social call production becomes more difficult at larger depths, due to pressure-induced limitations and a dwindling air-supply (Jensen et al. 2011). In short-finned pilot whales, this results in a reduction of the length and amplitude of social calls with increasing depth (Jensen et al. 2011). We observed a similar pattern in long-finned pilot whales, for which complex calls are nearly lost from the soundscape below 350 m depth, whereas simple calls are maintained to the maximum dive depth (620 m; Chapter 3).

Social foraging strategies of long-finned pilot whales
Marine mammals have developed intricate cooperative behaviours to herd their prey. Humpback whales make bubble nets to concentrate prey (e.g. Wiley et al. 2011), spinner dolphin (Stenella longirostris) groups break up into pairs to circle and concentrate schools of fish (Benoit-Bird and Au 2009) and killer whales employ a technique called wave-washing, where they synchronise their swimming to create a wave which washes a seal off an ice floe (Pitman & Durban 2012). The prey is shared among group members. How social foraging is organised within deep-diving cetaceans is less clear. Evidence from foraging sperm whales and short-finned pilot whales suggests that, at depth, these species forage individually or in small groups (Whitehead 1989, Soto 2006).

We found that long-finned pilot whales employ a coordinated foraging strategy, where individuals synchronise the overall timing of their foraging periods, although the exact timing of the foraging dives may differ between individuals (Chapter 2). Periods of active foraging are characterised by a distinct signal in the group behaviour at the surface. During foraging, groups break up into smaller and more widely spaced units with a reduced degree of coordinated swimming (Chapter 2). Concordantly, vocal activity increases (Chapter 3). Most notably, the production of echolocation clicks strongly increases during foraging. However, we also found evidence for increased occurrence of complex social calls during foraging behaviour. Complex calls are relatively long communication calls with three or more frequency inflections (Weilgart & Whitehead 1990, Chapter 3). These calls allow for more distant
and extended information transfer than their simple, shorter counterparts (Jensen et al. 2011). Increased complexity of social calls would point towards intensified and more complex social communication. This could function to compensate for increased distance between group members, or to increase or alter the information content of social calls during foraging (Chapter 3). Thus, vocalisations can have an important role in maintaining social cohesion when group members are dispersed between the surface and several hundred metres depth, and may serve to signal feeding conditions (Chapter 2 and 3).

Combined, our results indicate that individuals coordinate their overall foraging behaviour but pursue prey individually or in small groups at depth. We found evidence that long-finned pilot whales may cooperate during foraging, although they probably do not herd their prey. As pilot whales forage on patchy prey fields, which change their distribution over the water column throughout the day (Shane 1995, Baird et al. 2002), signalling of good feeding opportunities can strongly improve foraging efficiency of the group. Alternatively, joint foraging in small groups may have the benefit of confusing prey items, as postulated for sperm whales (Whitehead 1989).

Risso’s dolphin social structure
Group stability in odontocetes shows a positive correlation with body size (Bräger 1999). Risso’s dolphin size falls between that of the bottlenose dolphin (*Tursiops truncatus*) and the pilot whale (Perrin et al. 2009). Bottlenose dolphins have a fission-fusion society, where individuals form many loose associations, with long-term stable alliances between pairs and trios of males (Connor et al. 1992, 2000). Pilot whales form long-term stable bonds between individuals, organised in matrilines (Ottensmeyer & Whitehead 2003). Given that Risso’s dolphins are deep divers, their social structure is expected to more closely resemble that of pilot whales, than of the non-deep-diving bottlenose dolphins. Hence, we expected their social organization to be characterised by stable bonds, potentially organised in matrilines (but see Gowans et al. 2001).

We discovered that Risso’s dolphin social structure is indeed based on long-term stable associations between individuals, organised in distinct clusters (Chapter 4). However, unlike in pilot whales and sperm whales, these clusters do not represent matrilines. Instead, we observed long-term stable clusters of 3 – 11 individuals, of which the large majority are males (Fig. 2). Females also form stable clusters, of 6-12 individuals, but our results indicate that these are
largely dependent on the presence of nursing calves (Chapter 4). Seemingly, females with nursing calves form stable groups, which may later disassociate. This is not the case for the clusters with adult males, which remain closely associated irrespective of the behavioural context.

Figure 2 Highly synchronous surfacing behaviour of seven Risso’s dolphins, likely all males. Picture F. Visser.

Hence, Risso’s dolphin social structure, characterised both by fission-fusion (sub-adults) and by long-term stable associations (male groups, female and calf groups), deviates from any cetacean social organisation described to date. The formation of stable bonds between females with nursing calves confirms the need for deep-diving odontocetes to provide parental and social care for their young, until the sub-adults have become independent. Our results also support the hypothesis that deep-diving cetaceans do not necessarily require a social structure built on matrilines (Gowans et al. 2001). Just like the deep-diving Northern bottlenose whales (*Hyperoodon ampullatus*; Gowans et al. 2001), Risso’s dolphins likely do not form (long-term stable) matrilines, whereas some non-deep-diving species, such as the killer whale, do (Bigg et al. 1990).

Why do Risso’s dolphin males form long-term stable pods? Male group members coordinate the timing and location of their foraging behaviour (F. Visser, pers. obs.) and cooperate for access to females (Chapter 4). Hence, group formation could have both foraging and reproductive benefits, although the latter would be largely dependent on the genetic relatedness of the males. The male groups are generally larger than alliances of male bottlenose dolphins which cooperate to herd females (size = 2 or 3 individuals; Connor 1992), but smaller than long-finned pilot whale pods (average size = 10 individuals;
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We hypothesize that male pod size represents a trade-off between the benefits of cooperative foraging for deep-diving cetaceans, the potential for habitat defence in populations with high site-fidelity and a reduction of reproductive benefits, in larger groups (Chapter 4). Future studies investigating Risso’s dolphin social structure would strongly benefit from a genetic component, to elucidate the relatedness between individuals within and outside of stable clusters, in relation to age- and sex-class and the degree of site-fidelity.

Effects of background noise on social cetaceans
Our results show the importance of simple social sounds for long-finned pilot whales, throughout the behavioural spectrum (Chapter 3). These relatively short and weak vocalisations are easily prone to masking by background noise, especially at larger distances between group members. Moreover, cetacean vocal responses to counteract masking, such as increased length or amplitude of calls (Foote et al. 2004, Scheifele et al. 2005), may not be physically possible at depth, during the foraging dives (Jensen et al. 2011). Hence, it is likely that increased levels of background noise may have a significant impact on the ability of long-finned pilot whales to communicate with group members during foraging.

While we did not investigate vocalisations of Risso’s dolphin groups, our results from the long-finned pilot whales suggest that foraging Risso’s dolphin mother groups may be particularly vulnerable for increased levels of background noise. The formation of stable groups by females with dependent calves indicates that these individuals require a higher degree of social cohesion during this period. Risso’s dolphins are also very vocal, in particular when foraging (Neves 2013) and they may employ similar vocal strategies to those used by the pilot whales to maintain contact with group members. If this is impeded by background noise, this may limit the ability of mothers to rejoin or maintain contact with their calves and female associates at the surface during periods of deep diving. To investigate these hypotheses, detailed studies on the potential effects of background noise on Risso’s dolphin, pilot whales and other deep-diving cetaceans seem warranted.

Whale-watching effects on social cetaceans
Cetaceans commonly respond to whale-watching activities, often with a change in behaviour that may negatively affect the build-up of energy reserves or reproductive success (Lusseau 2003, 2004, Bejder et al. 2006, Stensland &
The high site-fidelity of the Risso's dolphin population, their inshore distribution and regular presence of mother pods at the Azores (Chapter 4) therefore raises some concern about the potential impacts of whale-watching activities in the area. We found that, during the high season of whale watching, Risso's dolphins rested and socialised less. Moreover, they changed the timing of their resting behaviour to periods with the lowest number of vessels (lunch break; Chapter 5). Reduced rates of resting and socialising behaviour may have fitness consequences for animal populations (e.g. Ricklefs et al. 1996, Frid & Dill 2002). Moreover, social species such as Risso's dolphins rely on cohesion and coordination to structure their behaviour and profit from the benefits of group living (Mann et al. 2000; Chapter 2-4). Whale-watching vessels can interfere with these functions by the production of vessel noise that may mask whale vocalisations and other sounds, and by close vessel approaches that may be perceived as a potential threat (Erbe 2002, Williams et al. 2002, Nowacek et al. 2007). Risso's dolphin surface resting behaviour is comparable to that of the long-finned pilot whales (Chapter 2 and 5), characterised by a high degree of social cohesion that may entail the group being silent (Chapter 4; Neves 2013). This form of resting would require a silent environment in which individuals can move predictably and slowly to avoid loss of cohesion, which would be adversely affected by the presence of a vessel near the group.

The strongest effects, both on the timing and rates of Risso's dolphin behaviour, were observed when larger numbers of vessels were present (Chapter 5). This indicates the potential for mitigation against these effects by regulation of the number of vessels in the area. Our results suggest that, if whale-watching vessel presence is regulated to maximally five vessels in the research area per day, of which maximally two vessels are present at the same time (Chapter 5), this could reduce the effects on Risso's dolphin activity budget. The number of vessels is also a determinant of the severity and type of behavioural response to whale-watching activities for other cetacean species (e.g. bottlenose dolphins, killer whales; Constantine et al. 2004, Williams and Ashe 2007). Hence, regulation of the numbers of active whale-watching vessels in an area could also benefit other targeted cetacean species in the Azores.

Baleen whales forage during spring migration

The trans-Atlantic migration of baleen whales is matched in magnitude by those of several species of birds, turtles and fish (e.g. Doyle et al. 2008, Gore et
al. 2008, Egevang et al. 2010). With some exceptions, these extensive migrations reflect strong seasonal fluctuations in food availability and weather conditions. The migratory phase of the cycle is often thought to be associated with high energetic costs, the benefit to be obtained at the end of the journey (Alerstam et al. 2003). However, some species forage during migration, benefitting from areas with locally enhanced productivity. Leatherback turtles (*Dermochelys coriacea*), for example, can locate offshore mesoscale eddies that aggregate prey, and the species with the longest documented routes thus far, the Arctic tern (*Sterna paradisaea*), targets several oceanic high productivity areas during migration (Doyle et al. 2008, Egevang et al. 2010).

We discovered that baleen whales also forage during migration (Chapter 6). Blue whales (*Balaenoptera musculus*), fin whales (*B. physalus*), sei whales (*B. borealis*) and humpback whales (*Megaptera novaeangliae*) use the Azorean archipelago in the central North Atlantic Ocean as a foraging area during spring migration to the northerly feeding grounds. Our results identify the Azores as the first documented mid-latitude feeding area for baleen whales in the North Atlantic Ocean, targeted during migration (Chapter 6). Our finding was confirmed by later research, which also showed that satellite tracked blue whales and fin whales suspend their spring migration to forage at the Azores (Silva et al. 2013).

Annual peak abundances of baleen whales at the Azores match the onset of the spring bloom, with a mean time lag of 3 to 4 months (Chapter 2). Several zooplankton species, including favourite prey species like the northern krill (*Meganyctiphanes norvegica*), fine tune egg-development and hatching to the onset of the spring bloom (*e.g.* Astthorsson 1990, Koeller et al. 2009, Tarling 2010). After about 3 months, the juvenile krill have matured to a size class and density suitable for foraging baleen whales (Labat & Cuzin-Roudy 1996, Tarling & Cuzin-Roudy 2003, Tarling 2010). Thus, the onset of the bloom precedes good feeding conditions for baleen whales with a predictable time lag. What if baleen whales utilise this pattern to track the onset of the spring bloom along their entire trajectory north? This could not only have energetic benefits during migration, but also ensure that the timing of arrival at the feeding grounds matches seasonally enhanced prey abundance in the area. Given the baleen whales’ energetic requirement for large quantities of prey (Goldbogen et al. 2011), could the latitudinal advance of the spring bloom possibly be a driver of their migratory cycle? While limited in the number of individuals tagged,
and lacking direct observations of foraging behaviour, the study of Silva et al. (2013) suggests that satellite tracked blue and fin whales do not utilise other feeding areas than the Azores during migration to the high-latitude feeding grounds. However, a sei whale tagged at the Azores did forage at a second, more northerly area of enhanced productivity during its spring migration, the Charlie Gibbs Fracture Zone (Olsen et al. 2009). Hence, further studies are needed to reveal whether migratory baleen whales in the North Atlantic only benefit from foraging at the Azores, or may also utilise other areas for foraging during migration.

Abiotic cues, such as the seasonal increase in light and temperature, trigger long-distance migration in several migratory taxa, including birds and insects (Malcolm 1987, Gwinner 1996). Baleen whales can locate fronts (Croll et al. 2005). Hence, it is possible that they respond to the same abiotic factors to fine-tune the timing of their migration, e.g. changes in light availability and temperature stratification, that trigger the onset of the phytoplankton spring bloom (Sverdrup 1953, Huisman et al. 1999, Siegel et al. 2002). Alternatively, baleen whales might not use abiotic cues, but might simply track large-scale gradients in prey abundance resulting from the seasonal advance of the spring bloom.

Irrespective of the mechanism, the observation that baleen whales track the phytoplankton spring bloom to forage on high abundances of krill, suggests possible implications of climate change for migratory baleen whales. Warming of ocean surface waters can result in an enhanced temperature stratification, which suppresses phytoplankton growth by reducing the upward flux of nutrient into the surface layers (Behrenfeld et al. 2006, Huisman et al. 2006). In the case of the Azores, the area could become incorporated in the expanding permanently stratified and extremely oligotrophic North Atlantic Subtropical Gyre (Sarmiento et al. 2004, Polovina et al. 2008). This would suppress the phytoplankton spring bloom at the Azores, potentially resulting in the loss of a foraging area at the early stages of migration, potentially with major implications for the capability of baleen whales to build up energy reserves in spring.

Future challenges
While we have provided novel insights into the behaviour of deep-diving cetaceans, many open questions remain. Future work on the social foraging strategies of deep-diving cetaceans would greatly benefit from studies in
which the majority of the individuals in the group are tagged. These studies could help to elucidate the coordination between group members at depth by investigation of the extent of their horizontal and vertical dispersal from each other, and how this is related to the production of social and echolocation calls by individuals, and to their soundscape.

Our results point to previously unrecognised interactions between long-finned pilot whale socio-behavioural contexts and their vocalisations, and provide improved understanding of their call types (Chapter 3). It remains challenging, however, to move beyond the generally recognised broad functions of deep-diver social communication. The complexity, fluidity and near-constant ‘chatter’ of the whales suggests a functionality of the vocal repertoire beyond maintaining contact and cohesion. Moreover, call rates do not simply increase with larger numbers of whales (Chapter 3). Taruski (1979) suggests that call-complexity may serve to communicate the level of arousal, or behavioural state. This is confirmed by the increased complexity of calls during more complex behaviours (Weilgart & Whitehead 1990; Chapter 3). Future studies could build on our methodology, combining vocal, dive and social behaviour data associated with one focal individual, extending the categorisation of the call types. For instance, simple calls could be subdivided into upsweep and downsweep calls, which may have different propagation properties and potentially serve different functions in cetacean repertoires (Weilgart & Whitehead 1990, McCowan & Reiss 2001). It would also be valuable to assign vocalisations to the individual who made the call; in our case, the tagged individual. This is possible based on analysis of the low-frequency content, received level and the angles of arrival of the call on the two hydrophones of the DTAG (e.g. Johnson et al. 2009, Jensen et al. 2011). This would greatly aid in our understanding of social calling, as it identifies the relation between the vocal behaviour of individuals and nearby vocalising conspecifics.

Our understanding of cetacean social behaviour and the potential for mitigation against anthropogenic impacts that affect cetacean populations would benefit from a consensus on the sampling protocols and validated and quantitative measurements of functional behaviours (e.g. foraging). For example, in the comprehensive study of Weilgart and Whitehead (1990) on the relationship between long-finned pilot whale behaviours and their vocalisations off Newfoundland, foraging appeared to occur at the surface, during highly active, coordinated behaviour. Interestingly, the patterns of vocal behaviour
observed during these probable foraging events matched our results for the Norwegian pilot whales, while the patterns of social and diving behaviour were entirely opposite (Weilgart & Whitehead 1990; Chapter 4). In the study of Weilgart & Whitehead (1990), foraging was characterised by coordinated surface active behaviour. This and similar cases represent open challenges in the study of cetacean behaviour. Here, the use of concurrent observations of surface and underwater behaviour may strongly increase our ability to quantify functional behaviours such as foraging, and will allow comparison of these behaviours between different populations and different contexts.

The potential ocean-wide scale at which baleen whales may benefit from the spring bloom and the implications of this finding for baleen whale energy budgets call for additional studies on baleen whale migration. Based on our results, we suggest that these should focus on the following questions: (i) What are the energetic implications of the loss of a foraging area during early stage of migration for baleen whales? (ii) To what extent can baleen whales adjust the timing and trajectory of their spring migration to avoid a mismatch with the availability of suitable prey (Learmonth et al. 2006)? Future work could combine satellite tagging of individual whales at the Azores, with the use of digital archival tags, capable of recording high-resolution data on prey-capture and energy expenditure of foraging baleen whales.
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